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Hello there future tycoon!  

Thank you for taking an interest in SatoshiFactor. If you have made it this far, then I can already 

tell you are ready for financial success.   

In this short and informative eBook you are going to discover an opportunity that will pay out 

for years to come. This is abnormal when compared to Hack Forum’s barrage of available 

eBooks with outrageous and fake claims.  

In these next couple pages I will document and explain the process as clearly as I can, to 

provide as much help as I can when applying this process.  

Note: This is a method not seen before; setup takes only a few minutes, and is 100% autopilot 

from there on out. However, you could choose to use the autopilot hands-free.My method will be 

based on ONE website; however there are already multiple services and sites offering the same 

deals.  

You can absorb and soak them all up (register everywhere) to increase your maximum payouts.  

Step 1)  

Visit the following website and register your information. Feel free to use illegitimate 

information. Register here Step 2)  

Now that you've successfully registered on the website, you may begin to get the Faucet. 

At Level 1 u get a Faucet of 0.0000250 BTC if u got them Level to Level 5-8 u can choose. 

 

Step 2) 

How u Level now fast. Set thje Amount to 0.0000011 BC and the WINNING CHANCE to 98% 

 

https://www.dadice.com/?referrer=KrissX
https://www.dadice.com/?referrer=KrissX


 

 

Step 3)  

If u get level 5 get again 0.000000000 BC and get the Faucet 0.00001250 BC if u got it u just 

make a very Simple Step u go for the AMOUNT_ 0.00000050 and the PAYOUT 3x. Ur LOSING 

EVNTS should be Increase/decrease bet on lose CHANGE: 50% Also on Pilote Mode

 

Step 4)  

The last step is to sit back, relax, and think. Think about how you want to approach this, 

because everyone will do it differently depending on their financial structure and 

decisions. Now u just need to wait but it should work. 

 


